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- Ida (8/26)
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Ida made landfall @ 

130kts ~17z 8/29



ENSO: (August 12, 2021 Update)

• ENSO Alert System Status: La Niña Watch

• ENSO-neutral is favored for the remainder of the Northern Hemisphere summer and 

probabilities of La Niña increasing to 60 percent by September-October-November. 

MJO and other subseasonal tropical variability:

• The MJO continues to be disorganized following a period of interference with other 

modes of tropical variability. RMM index observations show that the intraseasonal

signal has remained in phase 2 since mid-August. 

• There are indications in the RMM dynamical models forecasts for renewed eastward 

propagation of the MJO, but differ in regards to its evolution and strength.

• There continues to be model support for tropical cyclone development in the eastern 

Pacific and Atlantic through mid-September.

Synopsis of Climate Modes

https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/enso_advisory/enso-alert-readme.shtml




IR Satellite & 200-hpa Velocity Potential Anomalies

Green: Enhanced Divergence    Brown: Enhanced Convergence 

Anomalous upper-level divergence 

persists over the tropical Atlantic 

and Africa, but anomalous upper-

level convergence shifting east of 

the Date Line.

Spatial wave-1 pattern became 

less coherent by late August, 

consistent with a weakening MJO.

Upper-level pattern shows two 

centers of action associated with 

the stalled main convective 

envelope over Indian Ocean and a 

Kelvin Wave over the Americas / 

Atlantic



MJO Observation/Forecast

GEFS ECMWF JMA

Some models point to the resumption of an eastward propagating signal across the Indian 

Ocean (week-1) and into the Maritime Continent (week-2) at a low amplitude.  

However, other models are less supportive of this realization, maintaining a slower and weaker 

signal over the Indian Ocean during the next two weeks.    





Week-1 impacts from 

Nora and Ida













Connections to U.S. Impacts





Week 2 – Temperature and Precipitation




